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Abstract
We show that the Hilbert subspace of L2pGpF qzGpAqq generated by wave
packets of Eisenstein series built from discrete series is the whole space. To-
gether with the work of Lapid [13], it achieves a proof of the spectral theorem
of Langlands based on the work of Bernstein and Lapid [4] on the meromorphic
continuation of Eisenstein series.
1 Introduction
We show that the image of the map isometry, that we denote E in Theorem 2 of
the article by E. Lapid [13], built from wave packets of Eisenstein series, is equal to
L2pGpF qzGpAqq. This is what he calls the second half of the proof of the spectral
theorem of Langlands. It achieves a new proof of the spectral theorem of Langlands
( [12], [15]). The proof of this second half is very similar to what has been done for
real symmetric spaces (cf. [6], [9]).
One introduces the notion of temperedness of automorphic forms. We prove that for
bounded sets of unitary parameters, the Eisenstein series are uniformly tempered
when the parameter is unitary and bounded. A short proof of this has been given
by Bernstein and Lapid ( [4]). To prove this uniform temperedness we take advan-
tage of the knowledge the exponents of the constant term of Eisenstein series along
any standard parabolic subgroup (cf. [13]). The starting point is, due to [4], that
these Eisenstein series are analytic in the imaginary parameter of uniform moderate
growth for bounded parameters. Then using the knowledge of the exponents (cf.
[13], one improves this estimate step by step using maximal parabolic subgroups:
this technique was used by van den Ban ([1]) in a similar situation for symmetric
spaces. It originates from Wallach (cf. [17]). Then a decisive uniform bound for
exponential polynomials of one variable in terms of its exponents, due to Lapid ([13],
Lemma 4) is used.
Then one shows that certain wave packets are in the Harish-Chandra Schwartz
space (cf. [14]). Here one uses again a uniform bound for exponential polynomials
of one variable in terms of its exponents together with the general scheme of Harish-
Chandra’s study of wave packets in the Schwartz space in the real case (cf.[10], see
also [2]).
Then one shows as in [6], Lemma 11, that if the image of E is not the full space,
there would exist a tempered automorphic form orthogonal to these wave packets.
One can compute an explicit asymptotic formula for the truncated inner product of
this form with an Eisenstein series: one extends the formula a theorem of Lapid (cf.
Theorem 1 of [13]) to this truncated scalar product, which is easy, By a process of
limit, as in [9], one computes the scalar product of this form with a wave packet of
Eisenstein series. Then one shows that it implies that this form is zero. A contra-
diction which shows that E is onto.
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2 Notation
We introduce the notation for functions f , g defined on a set X with values in R`:
fpxq ăă gpxq, x P X
if there exists C ą 0 such that fpxq ă Cgpxq, x P X . We will denote this also
f ăă g.
Let us denote
fpxq „ gpxq, x P X
if and only iff f ăă g and g ăă f .
If moreover f and g take values greater or equal to 1, we write:
fpxq « gpxq
if there exists N ą 0 such that
gpxq1{N ăă fpxq ăă gpxqN , x P X.
Let F be a number field and A its adele ring. If G is an an algebraic group defined
over F , we denote its unipotent radical by NG . Then the real vector space aG is
defined as usual as well as the canonical morphism HG : GpAq Ñ aG. Let GpAq
1 be
its kernel.
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From now on we assume that G is reductive. If P is a semi-standard parabolic
subgroup we extend the map:
HP : GpAq Ñ HP
in such a way that HP pkpq “ HP ppq for p P P pAq, k P K.
Let P0 be a minimal parabolic subgroup of G, M0 be a Levi factor. We have the
usual notion of standard and semi standard parabolic subgroups.
For such a parabolic P we have a Levi decomposition P “ MPNP . Let AP be the
maximal split torus of the center of MP and A0 “ AM0 . The map HP induces an
isomorphism between the neutral component A8P of AP pRq and aP . Its inverse will
be denoted expP or rather exp.
We define :
rGsP “MP pF qNP pAqzGpAq, rGs “ rGsG.
The map HP goes down to a map from rGsP Ñ aP . The inverse image of 0 by
this map is denoted rGs1P and one has rGsP “ A
8
P rGs
1
P where A
8
P is the neutral
component of the Lie group AP pRq. Let K Ă GpAq be a good maximal compact
subgroup in good position relative to M0.
If P is a semi-standard parabolic subgroup we extend the map:
HP : GpAq Ñ HP
in such a way that HP pkpq “ HP ppq for p P P, k P K.
If P Ă Q a we have the usual decomposition
aP “ a
Q
P ‘ aQ.
The adjoint action of MP on the Lie algebra of MQ X NP determines ρ
Q
P P a
Q,˚
P If
Q “ G we omit Q of the notation and we denote ρ for ρP0.
If P is a standard parabolic subgroup, let ∆P0 be the set of simple roots of A0 in
MP XP0 and ∆P Ă a
˚
P the image given by restriction of the elements of ∆P0z∆
P
0 . If
P Ă Q, one defines also ∆QP . One has also the set of coroots ∆ˇ
Q
P Ă a
Q
P . By duality
we get simple weights ∆ˆ
Q
P .
The sets ∆QP and ∆ˆ
Q
P determine dual open cones in a0 whose characteristic functions
are denoted respectively τQP and τˆ
Q
P . We denote by a
`
0 the closed Weyl chamber and
a`P ( resp. a
``
P ) the set of X P aP such that αpXq ě 0 (resp. ą 0 ) for α P ∆P . If
Q “ G we omit Q of the notation. AA utile
If P is a standard parabolic subgroup we say that ν P a˚P,C is subunitary (resp.
strictly subunitary) if ReνpXq ď 0, X P a`P (resp. if Reν “
ř
αP∆P
xαα where
xα ă 0 for all α). If ν P a
˚
P , it is viewed as a linear form on a0 which is zero on a
P
0 .
Then ν P a˚P,C is subunitary if and only if AA one has:
ReνpXq ď 0, X P a`0 (2.1)
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This follows from the fact α P ∆P viewed as linear form on a0 which zero on a
P
0
is proportional to
ř
βPΣ`
0
,β|aP
“α β where Σ
`
0 is the set of positive roots. In fact this
sum is invariant by the Weyl group generated by the reflections around roots which
are 0 on aP .
Let W be the Weyl group of pG,A0q. If P,Q are standard parabolic subgroups,
let W pQzG{P q be a set of representatives of QzG{P in W of minimal length. If
w P W pQzG{P q the subgroup MP X w
´1MQ is the Levi subgroup of a parabolic
subgroup Pw contained in P andMQXwMPw
´1 is the Levi subgroup of a parabolic
subgroup Qw contained in Q. Let W pP ;Qq be the set of w PW pQzG{P q such that
wMPw
´1 ĂMQ. LetW pP,Qq be the set of w PW pQzG{P q such that wpMP q “MQ.
Hence:
W pP,Qq “W pP ;Qq XW pQ;P q´1.
By a Siegel domain sP for rGsP , we mean a subset of GpAq of the form:
sP “ Ω0ta P A
8
0 | ă α,H0paq ` T ąě 0, α P ∆
P
0 uK (2.2)
where Ω0 is a compact of P0pAq
1, T P a0, such that GpAq “MP pF qNP pAqsP . Let
a
`,P
0 :“ tX P a0|αpXq ě 0, α P ∆
P
0 u
Let us show
Any Siegel set sP is contained in ΩNP texpX|X P a
`,P
0 uΩ where Ω (resp.
ΩNP ) is a compact subset of Ω of GpAq (resp. NP pAq).
(2.3)
There is a compact subset, in fact reduced to a single element, Ω1 Ă A
8
0 such that
ta P A80 | ă α,H0paq ` T ąě 0, α P ∆
P
0 u Ă texpX|X P a
`,P
0 uΩ1.
The compact set Ω0 is a subset of ΩNPΩP0XMP , where ΩNP (resp. ΩP0XMP ) is a
compact subset of NP pAq (resp. pP0 XMP qpAq). Then the conjugate by exp ´X ,
X P a`,P0 of ΩP0XMP remains in a compact set, Ω2, when X varies in a
`,P
0 . The
compact subset Ω “ Ω2Ω1K satisfies the required property.
Let P a standard parabolic subgroup of G. If f is a function on GpAq with values
in R`, we denote frGsP the function on rGsP defined by
frGsP pgq “ infγPMP pF qNP pAqfpγgq, g P GpAq. (2.4)
We fix a norm }.} on GpAq. From [5], A.1.1 (viii), one has
}g} „ }g}rGs, g P sG (2.5)
Let us define:
σpgq “ 1` logp}g}q, g P GpAq.
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We have
}mk}rGsP « }m}rMsP .
From this and (2.5), one deduces:
σrGsP pgq „ σpgq „ 1` }H0pgq}, g P sP . (2.6)
Let g P sP . From (2.3), one can write it g “ ω1expXω with ω P Ω, ω1 P ΩNP . Then
1` }H0pg} „ 1` }X}, g P sP .
}ω1gω} „ }g}, ω P Ω, ω1 P Ω1.
Using this, by taking logarithm one gets and [MW] I.2.2 (iv) :
σrGsP pgq „ σpgq „ 1` }X}, g P sP .
Let B a symmetric bounded neighborhood of 1 in G (a ball) and let ΞrGsP pxq “
pvolrGsPxBq
´1{2. The equivalence class of the function does not depend of the choice
of B.
The proof of the following result was kindly communicated to me by Raphael
Beuzart-Plessis:
ΞrGsP pgq „ eρpH0pgqq, g P sP . (2.7)
Indeed, we readily check that
ΞrGsP pmkq „ exppρP pHP pmqqΞ
rMsP pmq, m P rMsP , k P K,
so that we are reduced to the case P “ G. By invariance we have volrGspgBq “
volrGspgBg
´1q and it is easy to see that if B is chosen sufficiently small, there exists
a compact subset Ω1 Ă GpAq such that gBg´1 Ă N0ppF qB
1 for every g P sG. As
GpF q is discrete inside GpAq the set:
tγ P P0pF qzpGF q|γB
1 X P0pF qB
1 ­“ Hu.
Therefore we have
volrGspgBg
´1q „ volrGsP0 pgBg
´1q „ expp´2ρ0pH0ppqq, g P sG
and (2.7) follows.
One has the the Schwartz space CprGsq , denoted SprGsq in [14], corollary 2.6. From
(2.7) and (2.6), it can be defined as the space of functions φ in C8prGsq ( see [14],
section 1.1) such that for all n P N and u P Upg8q:
|pRuφqpxq| ăă σ
´n
rGspxqΞ
rGspxq, x P rGs.
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3 Tempered automorphic forms
The space of automorphic forms on G, ApGq is defined as in [15] I.2.17. In particular
they are K-finite.
Let φ P ApGq . It has uniform moderate growth on GpAq (cf. lc. end of I.2.17).
It means that for all u P Upg8q,
|Ruφpgq| ăă }g}
r
rGs, g P GpAq.
Let Ω be a compact subset of GpAq. Then one sees easily that, for all u P Upg8q,
one has
|RuRωφpgq| ăă }g}
r, g P GpAq, ω P Ω. (3.1)
If P is a standard parabolic subgroup one can define AP pGq. The constant term
along P , φP , of an element φ of ApGq is an element of AP pGq.
Let AnP pGq the of elements of φ P AP pGq such that:
φpexpXgq “ eρP pXqφpgq, g P GpAq, X P aP .
If φ P AP pGq, and λ P a
˚
P,C we define
φλpgq “ e
λpHP pgqqφpgq, g P GpAq.
If φ P AP pGq, one can write uniquely:
φ “
ÿ
λPEP pφq
eλpHP pgqqQλpHP pgqqpφ0,λqpgq, (3.2)
where EP pφq Ă a
˚
P,C , Qλ is a non zero polynomial on aP , and φ0,λ is a non zero
element of AnP pGq. The set EP pφq is called the set of exponents of φ. We define also
A2P pGq as the subspace of elements A
n
P pGq such that:
}φ}2P “
ż
A8
M
PUpAqzGpAq
|φpxq|2dx.
If φ P AP pGq, ψ P A
n
P pGq and λ P a
˚
P,C such that ψ “ φλ we will denote
ψ “ φ0 (3.3)
We will need the following variant of [MW], Lemma I.2.10:
a) The statement of [MW], Lemma I.2.10 remains true if one changes
P to a standard parabolic subgroup and, in the conclusion, one changes
α by βP :“ infαP∆0z∆P0 α.
b) If one replaces mλP0pgq in the hypothesis by m
λ
P0
pgqp1`}logmP0pgq}q
n
for some n, one can replace mP0pgq
λ´tβP by mP0pgq
λ´tαp1 `
}logmP0pgq}q
n in the conclusion.
c) One can also replace in the statement }a}r by p1`}loga}qr for a P AG.
(3.4)
To prove a) onne has simply to replace α by βP in (1) of the proof.
To prove b) one has to use that p1 ` }logmP0pgq}q
n is U0pAq invariant after (6) int
he proof.
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3.1 Proposition. Let d P N. Let φ P ApGq is such that φ and its derivatives by
the elements of Upg8q are elements of L
2prGs, σ´drGsdxq. It satisfies the equivalent
conditions.
a)
|φpxq| ăă ΞpxqσrGspxq
d, x P rGs. (3.5)
b) For all Siegel set sG for [G],
|φpgq| ăă eρpH0pgqqp1` }H0pgq}q
d, g P sG.
c) For every compact subset Ω of GpAq
|φpexpXωq| ăă eρpXqp1` }X}qd, ω P Ω, X P a`0 .
Proof. The inequality of a) is obtained by using the key Lemma of [B], p.686 (see
the consequence of this key Lemma , l-5, -6 of p.686): here one can take dmXpxq “
Ξpxq2dx where dx is the GpAq-invariant measure on X “ rGs, as it follows from the
proof of l.c. Lemma 3.3 (ii).
Let us show now that the properties a) b) c) are equivalent.
a) is equivalent to b) follows from (2.7), (2.6).
To prove c) implies b), we choose (cf. (2.3)), a compact subset Ω of GpAq such that
sG Ă A
8,`
0 Ω, where A
8,`
0 “ texpX|X P a
`
0 u. One has:
}X ´H0pgq} ăă 1, g “ expXω,X P a
`
0 , ω P Ω. (3.6)
This implies easily that c) implies b).
Finally let us show that a) implies c). One has :
Ξpaωq „ Ξpaq, σrGspaωq „ σrGspaq, a P A
8,`
0 , ω P Ω.
From ( 2.7) and (2.6), one deduces from this:
Ξpaωq „ aρ, rrGspaωq „ 1` }H0paq}, a P A
8,`
0 , ω P Ω
The implication a) implies c) follows immediately.
By an entirely analogous proof of the equivalences in the preceeding Proposition
one has:
3.2 Lemma. Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup. Let d P N. Let φ P AP pGq.
The following conditions are equivalent:
|φpxq| ăă ΞrGsP pxqσrGsP pxq
d, x P rGsP .
|φpgq| ăă eρpH0pgqqp1` }H0pgq}q
d, g P sP .
|φpexpXωq| ăă eρpXqp1` }X}qd, ω P Ω, X P a`,P0 ,
for every compact subset Ω of GpAq.
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3.3 Definition. Let us define the space of tempered automorphic forms on rGsP ,
A
temp
P pGq, as the space of automorphic forms satisfying, as well as its derivatives by
elements of Upg8q, the equivalent properties a), b), c) of the preceeding Lemma for
some d.
3.4 Proposition. (i) Let φ P ApGqtemp. Then exponents of its constant term along
any standard parabolic subgroup P are subunitary. We will denote by φwP the sum of
the terms of φP corresponding to unitary exponents and φ
´
P “ φP ´ φ
w
P . Let E
w
P pφq
(resp. E´P pφq) be the set of exponents of the weak constant term φ
w
P (resp. φ
´
P ) of φ.
(ii) Let φ P ApGq. If its exponents of its constant term along any standard parabolic
subgroup are subunitary then φ P ApGqtemp.
Proof. Let us prove (i) . Let φ P AtemppGq. Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup.
LetX P a``P Ă a
`
0 , where a
``
P is the interior of a
`
P . If g P GpAq, t P R, H0pexptXgq “
tX`H0pgq. From the property c) of the definition of temperedness, applied to Ω “ g,
one gets:
|φpexptXgq| ăă eρptXqp1` tqd, t ą 0. (3.7)
. Now take g P GpAq. Due to (3.1), one can apply (3.4) to the right translate by
g of φ Writing X “ XG ` X
G with XG P aG, X
G P aG0 and applying (3.4) for the
parameter t from [MW],Lemma I.2.10 large and with g of l.c. equals to exptXG
insG for t large, a equals to exptXG, one gets for k ą 0
|φpexptXgq ´ φP pexptXgq| ăă e
´kt, t ą 0.
Together with (3.7 ) this implies:
|φP pexptXgq| ăă e
ρpXqp1` tqd, t ą 0.
There is a dense open set O in a``P such that different exponents of φP take different
values on any element of O. We use the notation of (3.2). Then [7], Proposition
A.2.1 gives:
If φP,0,λpgq ­“ 0:
ReλpXq ď 0, λ P EP pφq, X P O.
As φP,0,λ is not identically zero, one has ReλpXq ď 0 for X P O, hence also for
X P a`P by density. This achieves the proof of (i).
To prove (ii) we proceed by induction on dimaG0 . If this dimension is zero, then rGs
1
is compact and the exonents of φ are unitary. Then one gets the result using (3.2).
We assume now that dimaG0 ą 0 Let φ as in (ii). The fact that φ is tempered will
follow from a Lemma. To state it we prepare some notation.
Let µ P aG,˚0 Ă a
˚
0 , n P N.
Let Fµ,n be the space of functions φ on GpAq which satisfy for every
u P Upg8q and every compact subset, Ω of GpAq:
|RuφpexpXωq| ăă p1` }X}q
neµpXq, X P a`0 , ω P Ω
(3.8)
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The temperedness of φ is equivalent to the statement of the following lemma.
3.5 Lemma. If φ P ApGq satisfies (ii) of the previous Lemma, then there exists
n P N such that φ P Fρ,n .
Proof. Let us show:
There exist n1 P N, µ P a
G,˚
0 such that φ P Fµ,n1 . (3.9)
Using (3.1), and [15], I.2.2 (iv) , one deduces from this the existence of r1 P N such
that
|RuφpexpXωq| ăă }expX}
r1, X P a`0 , ω P Ω. (3.10)
Possibly enlarging r1, one can assume the same bounds are true for φ0,λ, λ P EGpφq
The hypothesis implies in paricular that the elements of EGpφq are pure imaginary.
Then using (3.2), one sees that there exists k P N such that :
|φpexpXGexpXωq| ăă p1` }XG}q
k}expX}r
1
, XG P aG, X P a
G,`
0 , ω P Ω.
If µ is a suitable positive integral multiple of ρ, one has
}expX}r
1
ăă eµpXq, X P aG,`0 . (3.11)
From the last two inequalitie, one gets (3.9) with n1 “ k.
We choose a maximal standard parabolic subgroup, Q, of G. Let βQ be the corre-
sponding simple root in ∆0. Let iQpµq P a
G,˚
0 be defined by:
iQpµq “ µ on kerβQ
iQpµq “ ρ on aQ.
(3.12)
Our next goal is to prove:
There exists n2 P N such that φ P FiQpηq,n2 . (3.13)
The firs step is to use (3.4 ) for translates of φ by ω P Ω, as it is allowed by (3.1).
Notice that if φ is right invariant by a compact open subgroup, Kf of GpAqf , these
translates are right invariant by K 1f “ XωPΩωKfω
´1. As sG Ă A8,`Ω1, for some
compact subset Ω1 of GpAq one has enough bounds, furnished by (3.8) for Ω1Ω and
n “ n1 , to apply (3.4) for translates of φ by ω P Ω. One has to use the inequalities
given by (3.9) for Ω1 “ Ω1Ω and then we will use A
`
8 Ă sG. Moreover in order to
use (3.4) b), c), it is necessary to use:
1` }X `XG} ăă p1` }X}qp1` }XG}q, X P a
G
0 , XG P aG.
Together with
p1` }X}qp1` }XG}q ăă p1` }X `XG}q
2, X P aG0 , XG P aG,
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which explains the change to n1 to 2n1, this leads to:
φ´ φQ P FiQpµq,2n1 Ă Fµ,2n1 . (3.14)
Hence by difference, one gets:
φQ P Fµ,2n1. (3.15)
Let us show that there exists n2 ě 2n1,
φwQ P FiQpµq,n2 . (3.16)
One can write ω P Ω as nQmQk, with nQ P NQpAq, mQ P MQpAq, k P K where mQ
stays in a compact set Ω1 Ă MQ. Then expXω “ n
1
QexpXmQk for n
1
Q P NQpAq.
One can apply the induction hypothesis to the φkpmQq “ e
´ρQpHQpmQkqqφwQpmQq as
their exponents are among the exponents of φ. Using K-finiteness one gets (3.16).
By difference of (3.15) and ( 3.16), one obtains:
φ´Q P Fµ,n2 . (3.17)
We will take n2 ě 2n1. Let HQ P a
G
Q be such βQpHQq “ 1. One looks to
t ÞÑ φ´QpexpXGexptHQX
Qωq, XG P aG, X
Q P kerβQ X a
G,`
0
For fixed ω,XG and X
Q this is an exponential polynomial on R . Moreover the
exponents are strictly less than ρpHQq. One wants to use [13], lemma 3. By applying
(3.17) and the definition (3.8) to Ω1Ω, one gets a bound for φ
´
QpexpY expX
Qωq for
expY in a compact neighborhood Ω1 of 1 in exp aQ:
|φ´P pexpXGexpY expXQωq| ăă p1` }XG}q
n2p1` }XQ}qn2eµpX
Qq,
for expY P Ω1, X
Q P kerβQ X a
`
0 , ω P Ω..
By dividing our exponential polynomials by this bound and etρpXq, and applying
Lemma 3 of [13], one gets that there exists δ ą 0 such that:
|φ´QpexpXGexptHQexpX
Qqωq| ď p1` }XG}q
n2p1` }XQ}qn2eµpX
Qqe´δt`ρptHQq
for XG P aG, X
Q P kerβQ X a
`
0 , t ą 0, ω P Ω. Writing X P a0, G,` as X “
βQpXqHQ `X
Q and applying this to the derivatives by u P Upg8q, this leads to:
φ´Q P FiQpµq,2n2 .
Together with (3.14) and (3.16), this leads to
φ P FiQpµq,2n2
Using this trick repeatedly for all maximal parabolic subgroups as in [1], corollary
18.7, we get that there exists n P N such that:
φ P Fρ,n.
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Recall some facts from [3]. With the notation there, one can take dmXpxq “
Ξpxq2dx where dx is the GpAq-invariant measure on X “ rGs, as it follows from the
proof of l.c. Lemma 3.3 (ii). Also rGs is of polynomial growth of rank dG (cf. the
definition of this notion in l.c. p.689) equal to the split rank of G (cf. l.c. Example 1,
p.698). Then taking into account what follows the definition of polynomial growth
in l.c. and the criterion p.685, one gets:
intrGsp1` σrGspxqq
´dGΞpxq2dx ă 8. (3.18)
From the definition of temperedness above, and [14], corollary 2.6, one has:
For all φ P AtemppGq and ψ P A2pGq, for all X P aG , the integral
ż
rGs1
φpg1expXqψppg1expXqdg1
is absolutely convergent. It is denoted pφ, ψqXG . Moreover X ÞÑ pφ, ψq
X
G
is an exponential polynomial in X .One defines similarly pφ, ψqP for
φ P A2P pGq, ψ P A
temp
P pGq using rGs
1
P .
(3.19)
We denote by Atemp,cpGq the space of φ such for all ψ P A2G, this exponential
polynomial is zero. We define similarly Atemp,cP pGq.
With these definitions one has:
3.6 Lemma. (i) If φ P AtemppGq X AnpGq and φwP “ 0 for all P ­“ G, P standard
then φ P A2pGq.
(ii) If φ P AtemppGq and φwP P A
temp,c
P pGq for all P standard, then φ “ 0.
Proof. (i) Let us show that for any standard parabolic subgroup, P ­“ G, the expo-
nents of φP are strictly subunitary. Let ν be such an exponent. From the hypothesis
it is subunitary but not unitary. If it is not strictly subunitary there exist α P ∆P
such that:
Reν “
ÿ
βP∆P ztαu
xββ, xβ ď 0.
Let Q be the maximal parabolic subgroup of G, containing P such that ∆Q “ α|aQ.
Then ν|aQ is an exponent of φQ, ν
1. But it is clear that it is unitary, which contradicts
our hypothesis. Hence ν is strictly subunitary. Then (i) follows from Proposition
I.4.11 of [15].
Let us prove (ii) by induction on the dimension on aG0 . If it is zero the claim is clear.
Suppose now dimaG0 ą 0. By applying the induction hypothesis to φP for a strict
standard parabolic subgroup, one sees that φwP “ 0. As φ is in P A
temp,cpGq, one
deduces from (i) that φ “ 0.
.
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4 Uniform temperedness of Eisenstein series
4.1 Exponents of Eisenstein series
Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup of G. Let φ P A2P . Let EP p., φ, λq be the
Eisenstein series (cf. [13], (1.1)). They are analytic on the imaginary axis (cf. [4]
Remark 1.3). We recall the the formula for generic λ (cf. [13], Proposition 4)
pEP p., φ, λqqQ “
ÿ
wPW pQzG{P q
E
Q
Qw
p.,Mpw, λqφPw , λq, (4.1)
at least for generic λ, where we refer to l.c. for unexplained notation. Exponents
of EQp., φ, λq are given by [13] (13) Moreover they are subunitary by l.c. Lemma 6
for λ unitary. Hence by Proposition 3.4, they are tempered. And the weak constant
term is given by
pEP p., φ, λqq
w
Q “
ÿ
wPW pP ;Qq
E
Q
Qw
pMpw, λqφ, λq (4.2)
which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of ia˚P . The same is true for E
´
Qp., φ, λq “
EQp., φ, λq ´ E
w
Qp., φ, λq whose exponents are contained in
E
´
Q pλq “ twpEPwpφq ` λq|aQ|w PW pQz G{P qzW pP ;Qqu
Hence, by analyticity, this inclusion holds for all λ in ia˚P . This implies
For λ P ia˚P , X ÞÑ E
´
QpexpXgq, X P aQ is an exponential polynomial
with exponents in a multiset E˜´Q pλq, where E˜
´
Q pλq is built from E
´
Q pλq
by some repetitions, the mutiplicities depending on the multiplicities of
the exponents of φ. Moreover the real parts of the exponents above do
not depend on λ P ia˚P .
(4.3)
4.2 Uniform temperedness
Let Λ be a compact subset of ia˚P .
Let µ P aG,`0 , n P N. Let FΛ,µ,n be the space of functions F on GpAqˆΛ
which satisfy for every compact subset Ω of GpAq and u P Upg8q
|RuφpexpXωq| ăă p1` }X}q
neµpXq, X P a`0 , ω P Ω, λ P Λ.
F pexpXg, λq “ eλpXqF pg, λq, X P aG, g P GpAq, λ P Λ.
(4.4)
4.1 Proposition. Let E : rGs ˆ Λ Ñ C defined by: Epg, λq “ Epg, φ, λq. Then
there exists n P N such that
E P FΛ,ρ,n
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Proof. The proof is entirely analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.4, using ( 4.3)
and (4.2) to use the induction hypothesis. Notice the case dimaG0 “ 0 is trivial. For
higher rank, to start, we need to find an analogue of (3.10) which follows easily of
[4], Corollary 6.5 and the compacity of Λ.
4.3 Wave packets in the Schwartz space
4.2 Proposition. Let a be a smooth compactly supported function on ia˚P and φ P
A2P pGq. Then the wave packet
Ea :“
ż
ia˚
P
apλqEP p., φ, λqdλ
is in the Schwartz space CprGsq.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of aG0 . The case where dima0
G “ 0
is immediate by classical Fourier analysis on aG: the classical Fourier transform of
a compactly supported function on Rn is in the Schwartz space.
Now we assume dima0
G ą 0. Let S` be the intersection of the unit sphere of aG0 with
a
G,`
0 . Let X0 in S. Let Q be the standard parabolic subgroup of G determined by
X0: X0 P a
``
Q . AsX P S
`, Q is not equal toG. Let βQpXq :“ infαP∆Q αpXq, X P aQ.
Then βQpX0q ą 0. We choose a neighborhood S0 of X0 in S
` such that
βQpXq ě βpX0q{2, X P S
`.
If X P S0 one writes X “ Y `X0{2. Then Y P a
G,`
0 .
We let Λ be the support of a. We use the notation of Proposition 4.1. With obvious
notation E is the sum of 3 terms :
E ´ EQ, E
´
Q “ EQ ´ E
w
Q, E
w
Q.
Let us show for all k P N.ż
ia˚
P
apλqF pexpXGexptXω, λqdλ ăă p1`}XG}q
´kp1`tq´ketρpXq, t ą 0, X P S0, ω P Ω, λ P Λ.
(4.5)
when F is any of these three families of functions. By first integrating on ia˚G, we
have to prove the same inequality by integrating on iaG˚P and omitting XG.
The case where F “ EwQ follows from the induction hypothesis, using the formula
for the weak constant term of Eisenstein series (cf. 4.2) and the fact that in this
formula Mpw, λq is analytic in λ (cf. [4], Remark 1.3). Let us treat the case where
F “ E ´ EQ. One knows from the Proposition 4.1:
E P FΛ,ρ,n. (4.6)
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Although βQ is not a linear form, we define for r P N, FΛ,ρ´rβQ,n and using (3.4),
one has
E ´ EQ P FΛ,ρ´rβQ,n (4.7)
for all r P N. Hence using that βQpXq ě βQpX0q{2
|E ´ EQpexptXω, λq| ăă p1` }tX}q
ne´tβQpX0qeρpXq, X P S0, ω P Ω, t ą 0, λ P Λ.
Using
p1` }tX}qne´tβQpX0q ăă t´k
and integrating on Λ, one gets (4.5) for F “ E ´ EQ.
It remains to study E´QpexptXωq. From (4.6) and ( 4.7 one has
EQ P FΛ,ρ,n
But by proposition 4.1, there exists n1 ě n P N such thatEwQ P FΛ,ρ,n1. By difference
one has
E´Q P FΛ,ρ,n1. (4.8)
One writes X “ Y `X0{2, exptX “ expptX0{2 `X
Qq to emphasize the similarity
with the proof of Proposition 3.4. Here XQ “ tY P aG,`0 .
One looks for XQ P aG,`0
t ÞÑ E´QpexpptX0{2qexpX
Qω, λq.
These are exponential polynomial whose exponents are known and their multiplic-
ities are bounded (cf. subsection 4.1). Moreover their real parts do not depend on
λ P Λ and are strictly less than ρpX0q{2. Again we use [13], Lemma 4, using (4.8)
to get the necessary preliminary bounds as in the end of proof of Proposition 3.4.
This leads to the existence of δ ą 0 such that:
|E´QpexpptX0{2qexpX
Qω, λq| ăă e´tδetρpX0qp1`}XQ}q
neρpX
Qq, XQ P aG,`0 , t ą 0, ω P Ω, λ P Λ.
We specialize this to XQ “ tY , where X “ Y `X0{2 P S0. Thus tX0{2`XQ “ tX .
Thus we have
|E´QpexptXω, λq| ăă e
´tδetρpXqp1` }tY }qn, X P S0, t ą 0, ω P Ω, λ P Λ.
which implies for all k P N
|E´QpexptXω, λq| ăă p1` tq
´k, X P S0, t ą 0, ω P Ω, λ P Λ.
By integration on iaG,˚P , this leads to (4.5) for F “ E
´
Q . One can do the same for
RuEn u P Upg8q. As a finite number of S0 covers S
` this achieves to prove the
Proposition
.
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5 An isometry
We recall the statement of Theorem 2 of [13].
Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup of G. Let WP the space of compactly
supported smooth functions on ia˚P taking values in a finite dimensional subspace
of A2P . Write:
}φ}2˚ “
ż
ia˚
P
}φpλq}2dλ. (5.1)
For φ PWP , let
ΘP,φpgq “
ż
ia˚
P
EP pg, φpλq, λqdλ.
Consider the space L consisting of families of functions FP : ia
˚
P Ñ
Ind
GpAq
P pAqL
2
discpA
8
MMpF qzMpAq where P describes the set of standard parabolic sub-
groups of G such that:
}pFP qP }
2 “
ÿ
P
|PpMP q|
´1}FP }
2
˚ ă 8
and
FQpwλq “Mpw, λqFP pλq, w PW pP,Qq, λ P ia
˚
P . (5.2)
Let L1 the subspace of L consisting of those families such that FP PWP for all P .
5.1 Theorem. [13], Theorem 2
The map E from L1 to L2pGpF qzGpAqq
pFP q ÞÑ
ÿ
P
|PpMP q|
´1ΘP,FP
extends to an isometry E from L to L2pGpF qzGpAqq.
5.2 Lemma. We take the notation of Proposition 4.2. Then Ea is in the image of
E .
Proof. For this one has to define a family in L1 whose image by E is a non
zero multiple of Ea. Let FQ be equal to zero if W pP,Qq is empty. FP pλq “ř
wPW,wMPw´1“MP
apw´1λqMpw, λqφpw´1,λq. Actually FP pwλq “ Mpw, λqFP pλq.
If W pP,Qq be non empty and w P W such that wMPw
´1 “ MQwe define
FQpwλq “ Mpw, λqFP pλq This does not depend of our choice of w, by the ”in-
variance property” of FP from the product formula for intertwining operators (cf.
[4], Theorem 1.3 (4). This formula easily implies that the family pFQq satisfies (5.2).
Moreover its in L1 as the intertwining operators are analytic on the imaginary axis
(cf. l.c. Remark 1.3). Then the functional equation for Eisenstein series (cf.lc.
Theorem 1.3 (3), implies that the image of pFQq by E is a non zero multiple of Ea.
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6 Truncated inner product
Let Q be a parabolic and let ∆Q be the simple aQ-roots in the Lie algebra of Q. Let
θQpλq “
ź
αP∆Q
λpαˇq, λ P a˚Q
We define the truncation ΛT in the usual way: cf. [13], p.4.
6.1 Theorem. Let T be a parameter of truncation. Let Φ be an element of AtemppGq.
Then for λ in a bounded set, there are non zero constants CQ, which are explicited
in [13]) such that the difference
ż
GF qzGpAq1
ΛTEP px, φ, λq,Λ
TΦpxqqGzGpAq1dx
with
ÿ
Qstandard
ÿ
wPW pP,Qq
ÿ
µPEw
Q
pΦq
CQrpMpw, λqφq
0,ΦQ,0,µqQpBqpe
ă.TQąθQp.qspλ
w ´ µq
is an Ope´δ}T }q for some δ ą 0.
Here we use the notation of (3.2), (3.3) and (3.19) to define the polynomial on
aGQ, X ÞÑ ppMpw, λqφq
0,Φ0,µq
X
Q and B indicates that we consider the corresponding
differential operator on aG,˚Q .
Proof. This is an easy adaptation of the proof of Proposition 1 in [13]. One has to
replace EP 1p., φ
1, λ1q by Φ. Proposition 5 of l.c. remains valid with this replacement.
The decomposition (12) of l.c. has to be replaced by
ΦQ “ Φ
w
Q ` Φ
´
Q.
The occurence of pMpw, φ, λq0,ΦP,0,µqQpBq in the proof is due to the relation (1.7)
of [9].
6.2 Theorem. The image of the map E of Theorem 5.1 is equal to L2pGpF qzGpAqq.
We start with a preliminary remark. Using [3], p.689 and that rGsq is of polyno-
mial growth with rank equal to the spilt rank of G, rkpGq, (cf. B Example 4.4.1,),
and first part of the Lemma p.700 to get that automorphic forms who may contribute
(sse belowfor a precise meaning) to the spectrum are in some L2pX, p1`σrGsq
´ddxq,
for d ą rkpXq, as well as their derivatives. Hence they are tempered, by Proposition
3.1 (i).
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6.3 Lemma. If the image of E is not equal L2pGpF qzGpAqq, there exists a non zero
tempered form Φ, transforming under a unitary character νG of aG and orthogonal
to all the wave packets Fa of Proposition 4.2, when P , ψ and a varies.
Proof. The proof is enterely similar to [6], Lemma 11, using the weak inequality a)
of Proposition 3.1, (3.18) which ensures the convergence of the integrals and the fact
that GpAq is separable. Let us give a detailed proof.
Let H be the orthogonal to the image of E , which is assumed to be non zero.
One considers the decomposition of this representation of GpAq into multiple of
irreducible representations:
H “
ż
Gˆ
Hpidµppiq.
The restriction ξ of the Dirac measure at the neutral element on the space H8 of
C8 vectors, desintegrates:
ξ “
ż
Gˆ
ξpidµppiq,
where ξpi P pH
´8
pi q
GpF q, i.e. is a GpF q-invariant distribution vector on Hpi.
Let
v “
ż
Gˆ
vpidµppiq P H
8.
We can assume that it is K-finite.
Let pgnq be a dense sequence in GpAq. For p, q, n P N let:
Xp,q,n “ tpi P Gˆ|| ă ξpi, pipgnq ą | ď pΞpgnqp1` σrGspgnqqq
qu
For all g P GpAq, the map pi ÞÑă ξpi, pipgqvpi ą is µ-measurable. Hence all Xp,q,n are
measurable as well as Xp,q “ XnPNXp,q,n. Moreover, from our preliminary remark
Yp,PNXp,q is equal to Gˆ. As v is non zero, one can find p, q such that Xp,q is of non
zero measure. Let X0p,q be the subset of Xp,q of pi such that g ÞÑă ξpi, pipgqvpi ą is
non identically zero. Let χ be the characteristic function of X0p,q. Then one has for
any θ P L8pGˆ, µq one has, using [16], Theorem C:
fθ :“
ż
Gˆ
χppiqθppiqvpidµppiq P H
8.
Hence by using the desintegration of ξ, viewing fθ as a function on GpAq,
fθpgq “
ż
Gˆ
χppiqθppiq ă ξpi, pipgqvpi ą dµppiq, g P GpAq.
Let us show that the map ppi, gq ÞÑă ξ, pipgqvpi ą is measurable. Let g “ g8gf where
g P GpA8q and gf P GpAfq. As v is smooth the map is locally constant in gf . One
easily reduces to gf “ 1 and look to the dependence on pg8, piq only. Then one uses
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the argument given in [6], p. 96 which uses step functions.
Using (3.18 ) one can apply Fubini’s theorem to
ż
rGs
Eapxqfθpxqdx “
ż
X0p,q
θppiq
ż
rGs
Eapxqă ξpi, pipxqvpi ądxdµppiq.
This has to be zero for all θ. Hence for almost all pi in X0p,q one has:
ż
rGs
Eapxq ă ξ, pipxqvpi ą dx “ 0
for a given Ea. Using a separability argument, one finds a pi0 in X
0
p,q such that it is
true for all Ea. One takes Φ “ă ξ, pi0pxqvpi ą.
Let a “ a1ba2 where a1 P C
8
c pa
G
P q ( a2 P C
8
c paGq ). Let νG P a
˚
G which describes
the action of aG on pi. Then:ż
GpF qzGpAq
EapxqΦpxqdx “ a2pνGq
ż
GpF qzGpAq1
Ea1pxqΦpxqdx
where Ea1 “
ş
ia
G,˚
P
a1pλqEP px, φ, λqdλ. We want to compute
I “
ż
GpF qzGpAq1
Ea1pxqΦpxqdx
using the precceeding theorem.
6.4 Lemma. Let Tn “ nT0 with T0 regular. The limit
limnÑ8
ż
GpF qzGpAq1
ΛTnfpxqΛTnΦpxqdx
exists and is equal to
I8 “ CP
ÿ
µPEw
P
pΦq
ppφ,ΦP,0,µq
0
P pBqaqpµq.
Proof. This a pure exercise on harmonic analysis on aP . First one rephrases the
Theorem as in [9], Proposition 2 (cf. also proof of [8], Lemma 11, Theorem 3) using
Fourier transform of characteristic functions of cones. The term corresponding to Q
and w PW pP,Qq involves a differential of the Fourier transform of some translate of
the characteristic function of the cone wC where C is the cone a`P . Then the exercise
is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3 in [9] (cf. also proof of [8], Theorem 4).
At the limit, only terms for which P “ Q and w “ 1 remain. And one gets our
claim.
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6.5 Lemma. If f is a function on f rGs :“ GpF qzGpAq and Φ P AtemppGq one has:
limTÑ8
ż
GpF qzGpAq1
ΛTfpxqΛTΦpxqdx “
ż
GpF qzGpAq1
fpxqΦpxqdx.
Proof. One can apply [11], Proposition 4.3.3, for A “ 0 and T “ nT0. It implies
that for all B ą 0 the difference of ΛTnf with the true truncation on a compact set
Ωn, Λ is such that for all B ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that: Λ
Tnfpgq´ΛTnpgq ăă
e´δn}g}´B, g P sG, n P N. If B is large enough }.}
B
rGs is square integrable on on
GpF qzGpAq1 . Moreover the compact sets Ωn increase with n and their union is
equal to rGs.
The result follows immediately from Lebesgue dominated convergence applied to the
true truncation on the Ωn and from the fact that fΦ is integrable on GpF qzGpAq
1.
It follows from Lemma 6.4 and the previous Lemma:
6.6 Lemma.ż
GpF qzGpAq1
EapxqΦpxqdx “ a1pνGq
ÿ
µPEw
P
pΦq
ppφ,ΦP,0,µqP pBqa2qpµq.
Now we can finish the proof of the Theorem. The hypothesis on Φ above shows
that the right hand side of the equality of the Lemma is zero for all P , φ, a1, a2. One
concludes, by varying a1, a2 that ΦP,0,µ P A
temp,c
P pGq for all P and µ P E
w
P pΦq. Then,
using Lemma 3.6 (ii), one concludes that Φ “ 0. A contradiction which finishes the
proof.
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